
A P P A R E L
YOU ARE YOU

BottomLine delivers key opportunities to 
maximize market share and gain 

more brand awareness.



INTRODUCTION
You Are You Apparel (YAY) was created following the identification of a gap in 
the plus size designed-to-fit athleisure market within Canada. Sam, the 
founder of YAY, struggled to find clothing that worked for both her body and 
lifestyle.

While there were plus-sized brands available for purchase online and in-store, 
the appropriate consideration and sensitivity had not been put towards the 
unique form, lifestyle and needs of consumers within this segment.

That’s where YAY comes in. It’s athleisure wear carefully designed for optimal 
fit and comfort for everyone's curves and lifestyle. Rooted in their values of 
community first, sustainable materials and empowering women, YAY offers 
unique curve-first designs that have been analyzed and tested for optimal 
quality assurance.

YAY offers effortless, great-fitting apparel for active women so they can 
celebrate confident movement with clothing that honours their curves and 
lifestyle.



T H E

PROBLEM

Our Impact Assessment process uncovered through market research that 
YAY’s target market loved the simplicity to navigate YAY’s website and 
connected to the variety of models, quality of materials, fit, and locally made 
philosophy. 

However, the target market wanted more variety in product offerings, all 
product information to be readily available on the website, and the ability to 
mix and match pieces.

Additionally, BottomLine identified that the website copy (product 
descriptions) and product photos didn’t reflect the fun, playful tone of the 
overall brand. This created a mismatch between the YAY brand and the 
persona being presented through their products.



T H E

SOLUTION
After conducting our Strategic Planning Session and Impact Assessment, 
including customer journey mapping and market research, BottomLine was 
able to deliver key opportunities to maximize market share and gain more 
brand awareness.

Define clear & measurable KPIs to monitor success

Create memorable branding that has consistency throughout all aspects of 
online presence

Develop website optimization that provides all information and serves an 
omnichannel audience

Write an SEO strategy that targets the key audience and taps into their values

Define a social media strategy with engaging content to capture new 
audiences and build a loyal community

Build customer touchpoints that think outside of the box to build personal 
connections

Our team suggested that YAY:

Activewear fit for curves 
and comfort!

yayapparel.com

Let’s Make 
Moves

Activewear fit for curves
and comfort!

Let’s Make
Moves

The Pullover
in seafoam

Flat Seams
for no-itch
workouts

Real Pockets
because it’s 2022,
we deserve them

Comfort Fit
to move with you,
not against you

Shop Now
Link in bio



T H E

OUTCOME

We delivered clear next steps for YAY Apparel, which outlined growth 
opportunities and customer research insights to help YAY focus in on the 
areas that would drive the most results. Using this, YAY left with an action plan 
and “homework,” including tactics for conducting further psychological 
research, developing detailed buyer personas, and observing their target 
market in everyday life.

In addition, YAY was given direction on creating meaningful touchpoints that 
will streamline processes, show the ‘why’ behind the brand, develop 
community connections, and create measurable KPIs and goals for success.

It was also identified that participating in community events would be an 
inexpensive and easy way for YAY to span the 3 key consumer touchpoints 
(awareness building, retail, and consumer experience spaces). Branded 
booth/tent, table signage, sandwich boards, pricing guides, ready-to-buy 
product and an enter-to-win contest survey was suggested, with posts on 
social media to look for YAY at upcoming events and an events page on their 
website. 

Using these tactics, YAY has a defined way forward for growing their business 
in a way that will resonate with their current customers while also attracting 
and retaining new ones.



If you have any questions, please contact us:

www.wearebottomline.com info@wearebottomline.com

RESEARCH-DRIVEN

FOR GROWTH-DRIVEN BRANDS.


